Positive Hypnosis
Learning by
Re-Association
#4 Motor Output-front of brain

#1 Physical (Concrete/Sensory)
Experiences-back of brain

Action or Non-action:
Hear words, see events, experience
Language, speech, writing, body
other senses (no rnterpre ation)
movement
~~~c:-

#3 Frontal Integrative
Cortex-front of brain
Crea enew words oc ideas from
re-associations (memories)

#2 Temporal Integrative Cortex
{Reflection)-back of brain
Memory s orage for words, Images,
ideas, sensa ions collected in 1

Region of Amygdala {technically) front of brain
{approximately between front and back)
Emotion monitor ha interprets meaning of words, images, oc Ideas. Neg a·ve
emo ions can blo memories from traveling ofron cortex-danger, out of control,
stress... (moreinstinctive response that goes direc y to motOf output). If positive,
amygdalais less active and permits re-assocra ·ans/memories
omove to the frontal cor ex.
Interpretation of how James E. Zull shares how one learns.
Note: Indicators show approximate locations.
lmaQe from Popular Science Monthly, V46 (1894-1895} (Inthe publicdomain)

Positive Hypnosis: Re-associating with Solution-based Memories, p. 13

EFT, NLP, Hypnosis Learning Cycle Summary
- #1-Collect, no interpretation
- #2-Stored memories that result in interpretations (anchors)
- Amygdala Blocks negative emotions from #3 (frontal cortex)
- #3-Problem solving thru re-association
- (#4)--0utput once build new learning
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Positive Hypnosis
Putting the Pieces Together

Establish Theme or Core Need; think of "I don't want ... "
scenarios then build opposite phrases of "do want" scenarios
+ Satisfaction
Core Need
Core Need:
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(to be re-successful) using Alpha (relaxed)
brainwaves
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- Detailed sensory experiences to Re-habit/
Re-associate with using Alpha brainwaves
- - Typical Brain Waves
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Time: total, one second.

- Collapse old (unwanted) habits with (wanted) Re-habits (T-Map it!)
(/ have a specific problem, I have tools from the past to encourage the
amygdala to relax, so I can reason through the best solutions.)
Problem

Solution

- Discussion/Questions

TAKE AWAY ...
LOOKING ON THE
BRIGHT SIDE IS AN EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
BUILDING TOOL!
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